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Your Bank Customer's Mis-Taken Identity
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Summary: Synthetic identity fraud is difficult to track and halt due to its very
nature. So, what can community banks do to prevent this dangerous fraud from
happening?
The Identity Theft Resource Center reports that while the total number of data breaches reported in 2018
declined 23% from the prior year, the reported number of consumer records containing sensitive personally
identifiable information (PII) soared 126% over that same period. Overall some 447mm records were exposed in
2018.
More than ever, one's identity defines who they are, so it is critical to protect. Identities link to one's job, bank,
to businesses and to other people with whom they communicate online.
Although not new, crooks continue to advance in their practices to create new synthetic identities for their
nefarious activities. This easily allows them to create new fraudulent personas through which they can wreak
havoc on the banking system.
Using personal information from a variety of people, especially children or even the deceased - cybercriminals
may spend months developing a credit rating and a background of sorts for this synthetic identity, in order to
rack up debt. One person's name and social security number may be put with someone else's address and
another person's phone number. Synthetic fraud is estimated to account for 1 in 5 bank identity fraud cases.
Synthetic identity fraud is one main reason that global card losses is rising at an estimated average rate of 18%
per year, according to Accenture. Synthetic identity theft alone is estimated to account for at least 5% of
uncollected debt and up to 20% of credit losses, according to industry analysts.
The worst and most pernicious aspect of synthetic identity fraud is its very construct. The information being
misused does not belong to any *one* person, but typically is an amalgam of stolen data. That makes it often
much harder to track than conventional identity fraud. What is a community bank to do about all this?
Use multiple means to determine your customer's identity. While you know most of your customers well, as
your bank grows, this may change. Check not only the customer ID documents, but also validate particular
transactions based on the customer and their registered device, as an extra precaution. You may even want to
check identities based on personal questions only the customer would know. Don't rule out calling them directly
either, if needed, if any red flags appear.
Boost your anti-fraud measures. While your frontline employees are a good first line of defense, they can't do
it all. Make sure that you also have an automated system in place that is thorough and allows manual review
too when questions may arise. Lexis Nexis' study found that 72% of transactions flagged for manual review by
a group of financial firms were done so by an automated system. This can save community bankers time and
money, as long as there are not too many false positives.
Consider vulnerable populations. Cyber-criminals, like real-world criminals, often prey on the least
suspecting and most vulnerable. This includes children and the elderly, since they are least likely to check
accounts regularly or sound alarm bells. Banks should be wary of customers who have never carried a loan
balance or who have sudden increases in account activity.
While there is lots to do on the fraud front, we hope these tips have helped, as you work to stay ahead of the
bad guys!
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BANK NEWS
RE Targeting
Facebook is accused by HUD of breaching the Fair Housing Act by allowing real estate companies to "to target
potential customers by race, religion and other factors." Other large tech companies such as Google and
Twitter are also being asked for information on their advertising practices.

CD Growth
S&P Global Market Intelligence reports that the usage of CDs by banks increased by 14% overall YoY.
However, banks under $1B in assets actually saw CDs fall by about 2%. CDs currently make up 14.1% of all
deposits - the highest in 4Ys.

Customers
JPMorgan launched a $4.95 per month checkless banking account with ATM and mobile app access, a debit
card, digital payments, free check cashing and no minimum balance. The bank seeks to attract more lowincome customers and those without bank accounts.

Hourly Increase
Bank of America said it will raise its minimum wage paid to employees to $17 in May of this year and will
increase it to $20 per hour in 2021. Community banks will need to respond to this too in order to stay
competitive.

LOAN SERVICES FOR COMMUNITY BANKS
PCBB is almost entirely owned by community banks and it does not compete for your business. Contact us to
do loan participations as you protect your customer relationships.
Copyright 2018 PCBB. Information contained herein is based on sources we believe to be reliable, but its accuracy is not guaranteed.
Customers should rely on their own outside counsel or accounting firm to address specific circumstances. This document cannot be reproduced
or redistributed outside of your institution without the written consent of PCBB.
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